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~XXXIV, No. 12 
(;iiege Annual Requires 
Support Of All Students 
The students of Regis College are proud of the RANGER 
their yearbook, and pardonably so. The NSP A, of the Universit; 
oUfinnesota Scho~l o.f Journalism, has rated the 1949 RANGER 
as First Class. This IS the Oscar of the yearbook field, and a 
prize that is coveted by yearbook staffs throughout the country. 
The RANGER of la-st year was, without question, the best ever. 
Job Prospects For 
June Graduates 
Growing Dimmer 
1950 brings a new RANGER, and new problems. The men 
behind your yearbook wish you could step inside the office and 
see the activity that pulsates there. 
The staff is determined to better Ch • 
the achievement of 1949, and with em1sts Stage Informal 
the support of the students, cam-
pus clubs, .and Alu~ni, they can Dance at Coronado Club 
and are gomg to do JUst that. 
New Annual Will Be Larger That sulphurous smelling group 
The 1950 RANGER will be of young intellectuals who call 
larger in size and will con~ain themselves the Chern Club sue-
more pictures than any prev10us ceeded in pulling off a very snappy 
undertaking. The cover is to be affair last Saturday night. The 
gold with brown trim and the size occasion was their annual dance 
9x12 Instead of Slf.Jxll. The total 
number of pages will be expanded which took place this year at the 
from 140 to 176. Coronado Club. Regis was present 
in force and everyone appeared to 
be having the proverbial good time. 
The Variety Club was on hand for 
An appeal from the RANGER 
office to all Clubs to secure ads 
for the new yearbook went un-
heeded by many of the campus 
groups. The Alpha Delta Gamma entertainment during the intermis-
fraternity set $1,500.00 as a ~oal sion and conducted the funny busi-
for itself, and as of now has ness capably, featuring slapstick 
reached over $700.00 of that goal. by Tony and Wally and the sweet 
Gene Daly and Bill Reedy, co- melodies of the Barber Shop Four. 
chairmen -of the Alpha Delt Ad 
COmmittee have urged each mem-
ber to solicit at least $50.00 each. 
This is indeed a challenge to be 
met by several of the larger Regis 
clubs. 
Still Time Left 
There is still time left for 
getting out and doing a little 
hustling for your school and your 
yearbook. May 1 is the deadline 
for ads. Andy Martelon, editor of 
the RANGER pointed out that, 
"unless the RANGER receives con-
siderably more advertising than it 
has to date, it will be necessary to 
charge $2.00 per book for this 
year's annual." Why not stop in 
the RANGER office and pick up 
a copy of the advertising rates ? 
This is your chance to really help. 
Perhaps the most resotinding suc-
cess of all, however, was the Chern 
Club's far famed Qualitative Anal-
ysis Machine. This astounding in-
vention, which looked ~ though it 
had just been dragged from Dr. 
Frankenstein's cellar, was the cen-
ter of interest most of the evening. 
"It ain't what you got, it's how you 
use it," was the by-word. Several 
sweet young things were detected 
molding away temporarily in dark 
corners after flunking the test. In · 
general, however, everybody . was 
happy. The refreshments were 
above average, and . the music sup-
plied by Hugh Avis and his orches-
tra was not too loud. The Chem-
ists had synthesized one more 
solid hit. 
With about 500,000 college stu-
dents graduating this year-the 
largest number in our country's 
history-the job outlook for the 
new college graduates is generally 
good. It is not, however as good 
as in 1947 and 1948. 
The outlook is clouded by three 
factors: the large number of grad-
uates who will be seeking jobs; 
a moderate increase in the total 
number of unemployed persons; 
and . the filling of war-created 
shortages of college gradutes in 
some specialized fields ~by the 
large graduating classes of 1948 
and 1949. 
Country's Economy Stro11g 
Basically, the economy of the 
country is strong and there is a 
general concensus that production 
and employment will remain high 
during 1950. However, the big 
problem facing · the economy is 
that of constantly providing more 
goods and services and utilizing 
fully a labor force that is growing 
at the rate of 600,000 to 700,000 
workers a year. Even if employ-
ment continues during 1950 at 
about the same level as last year, 
as it is expected to do, unemploy-
ment will increase and jobs will 
be harder to find. 
Graduates seeking information 
on expanding industrles or sections 
of the country need to remember 
this basic fact: most of the jobs 
taken by this year's college gradu-
ates will be, as usual, those which 
have been vacated by other work-
ers. Deaths and retirements at 
the top of the occupational ladder 
create the largest number of open-
ings at the bottom. It follows 
that most of the openings will 
occur in the large industries and 
the· areas where there are now the 
heaviest concentrations of em-
ployment. 
To emphasize that most job op-
portunities occur as a result of 
turnover is not to belittle the num-
ber that arise through expansion. 
Growing markets, technological 
(Continued on Page 6) 
Alumni Associ11tion Formed By ADG 
The Alpha Delta Gamma Fra-
ternity has successfully carried out 
its major project for this year, the 
formation of an Alumni Associa-
tion for Regis. The first general 
meeting of the Alumni was held 
on March 30. In preparing for this 
meeting, the members of the fra-
ternity published and mailed 
three issues of an Alumni paper to 
500 former students. Integrating 
these various lists into a workable 
mailing list was another big job. 
A letter was sent to each Alumnus 
asking for a verification of his ad-
dress. The fraternity now has the 
names and addresses of about 600 
Alumni, the first list of this type 
to be compiled in many years. 
Alumni Meeting Held 
At the Alumni meeting, officers 
for 1950 were elected and plans 
OUtlined for the program the or-
ganization will follow in the com-
ing year. In the discussion, all 
~e men expressed an optimistic 
VIew as to the future of the Alum-
ni and the project to be under-
taken by their organization. Some 
Of the suggestions made were: to 
~ctively support the Regis Athlet-
IC .Pl'ogram; help graduates to ob-
tain Positions in business; send 
new. students to Regis, and place Re~ students in Catholic Grad-
uate Schools. 
b :Fr. McCarthy spoke to the mem-
Aers and stressed the value of an 
lurnni Association, both to its 
f A D G fmternity members working to b are a group o , , • 
Pictured a ove wnnl Left to right they are: Jim Rauch, Bill 
complete the list of JAIV Cr:we Jerry Monty, Rudy Perko, Tom Crotty, 
Reedy, Jack Curran, • • ' 
and Bob Druding. 
b and to the Alma. Mater. mem ers · 
Refreshments were served ,follow-
ing the showing of movies between 
Regis and Santa Clara. The next . 
t . g of the Alumni is sched- . mee 1n 
uled for late in April. 
Now that the Alumni hasc' been 
organized, the Alpha Delts will 
continue to publish the monthly 
Alumni paper, organize similar 
associations among Alumni in oth-
er citie~, complete its mailing lists, 
and work with the Denver Alumni 
to carry out their objectives. 
April 19, 1950 
Regis Graduate Is Selected 
New Provincial Of Jesuits 
The Very Rev. Daniel H. Conway, S.J., a graduate of Regis 
College, Denver, has been appointed Provincial of the Missouri 
province of the Society of Jesus, the Very Rev. John B. Janssens, 
S.J., General of the society, announced April 9. He is the first 
Regis graduate so honored. Father Conway replaces the Very 
Rev. Joseph P. Zuercher, S.J., Provincial for the past six and 
· a half years. 
Rev. Daniel H. Conway, S.J. 
Frs. Mattione, Kruger 
Return From Trips 
Beware triple-cutters! The Dean 
is back. Rev. Louis G. Mattione, 
S.J., returned yesterday after a 
lengthy trip to the sunny climes 
of Louisiana. Fr. Mattione at-
tended the Deans' Convention in 
New Orleans. 
Rev. Charles K. Kruger, S.J., 
spoke on the "Seven Last Words," 
while conducting Tre Ore services 
at St. Louis University, St. 
Louis, Missouri. Fr. Kruger's ser-
mon was also broadcast by a St. 
Louis radio station. 
Farm Union Secretary 
Addresses Delta Sigs 
An informative speech by the 
secretary of the National Farmers' 
Union high-lighted the April 3rd 
Delta Sigma meeting. 
Mr. Tony DeChant, secretary_ of 
the third largest farm organiza-
tion in the United States, spoke 
on cooperatives and the opportuni-
ties they offer to young men. 
Pointing out that a co-op should 
never attempt to enter a field that 
is being capably provided for at 
a reasonable cost, Mr. DeChant 
explained the nature of a coopera-
tive enterprise and described its 
method of operation. Showing how 
the profits of a cooperative revert 
to local residents in proportion 
to their patronage, he explained 
how co-ops are the answer to some 
of the nation's problems, especially 
in rural America. 
Mr. DeChant, a graduate of St. 
Benedict's College, Acheson, Kan-
sas, also emphasized the faot that 
cooperatives are strongly advo-
cated in Pope Pius XI's encyclical, 
"Quadragesima Anno," and that 
co-ops in Nova Scotia recently re-
ceived a papal award. In speak-
ing of the Farmer's Union, Mr. 
DeChant explained how its basic 
tenets are also tenets of Chris-
tianity, and, in fact, follow di-
rectly in line with Catholic teach-
ing. 
Because farm organizations and 
cooperatives comprise a field that 
is too often overlooked by college 
men, M·r. DeChant described the 
dire need for new blood in coopera-
tives. Cooperatives offer excellent 
opportunities for young men, es-
pecially in the organization and 
promotion fields, in addition to 
managerial positions. 
Father Conway entered the old 
Sacred Heart academy (now Regis 
high school) in 1905. He was grad-
uated in 1907 and entered Sacred 
Heart college (now Regis college). 
He received an A.B. degree. 
His first important post . was 
dean of men at St. Louis Univer-
sity, St. Louis, during the year 
1931. In that year he was ap-
pointed president of Rockhurst 
. college in Kansas City, a post he 
· held until 1941, when he became 
rector of the Jesuit School of The-
ology in St. Marys, Kans. In 1946 
when the new Jesuit tertianship 
opened in Decatur, Father Conway 
became its first rector and in-
structor of tertians, a position he 
relinquishes to go to St. Louis to 
make his headquarters at 4511 W. 
Pine boulevard. 
As Provincial of the Missouri 
province, Father Conway will be 
superior of 1,078 priests, scholas-
tics, and brothers working in a · 
territory comprising the states of 
Missouri, Oklahoma, K an s as ,-
Colorado, Nebraska, Iowa, Wis-
consin, and Minnesota. Included 
in the jurisdiction are the Indian 
missions of North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Wyoming, and the · for-
eign missions of British Honduras 
and Yoro, Honduras. 
The new-Provincial is 57 years 
old and was born in Durango, Colo. 
After graduation from Regis col-
lege, he studied law· for two years · 
in Creighton University, Omaha,-
Neb., before entering the ·society ' 
of Jesus in Florissant in 1914; He 
was ordained June 16·, 1926; in St.-
Francis Xavier's Church, St; Louis, 
by , Archbishop,- later Cardinal, 
John Joseph Glennon. 
. Father Conway received · his 
master's de·gree at St. Louis Uni-· 
versity in 1921. · 
While attending Regis College, 
Father Conway was pitcher on the 
baseball team and quarterback on 
the football team. His baseball 
career was highlighted by several 
wins over Colorado University. 
The appointment by Fr. Con-
way to this position makes the 
third major post held by Regis 
graduates. Fr. James Naughton, 
'31, is Secretary to the General of 
the Jesuit Order; Fr. Paul Reinert, 
'27, is the present rector of St. 
Louis U. 
NSA to Meet at Greeley 
A delegation of Regis students 
headed by Chairman John Grove, 
will attend the regional conven-
tion of the National Students As- · 
sociation at Colorado State Col-
lege, Greeley, Colorado, on April 
21, 22, 23. The main business to be 
transacted will be the election of 
regional officers. 
Other members of the NSA 
group will include: Chuck Sillstrop, 
John Spradley, Jim Murphy, Ed 
Schaded, and Wally Sheehan. 
Student Loans Due 
All students having unpaid Stu-
dent Council Loans at Semester 
Examinations time will not be eli-
gible to take their tests. Only six 
more weeks- remain before this 
time comes. Why inconvenience 
the school? Students, start paying 
these loans. In case you didn't 
realize another pertinent fact, in-
terest is accumulating. 
I ,, 
I 
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Or Is Harmony Lacking? 
Dear P.J.A., 
We feel that by your recent editorial in the Brown and Gold, you 
did a grave injustice, not only to a particular portion of the student 
body of Regis College, but to the school in general. In proving this point, 
we shall enumerate not only our personal views, but also those of others, 
all of which are seasoned with considerably more awareness of existing 
conditions, and those in the past, than displayed in your editorial (and 
we write this not to you personally but to anyone who is fool-hardy 
enough to assign a certain malady which the school has, to a paricular 
group, either boarder or day student). 
Irrevelant of the fact that we are predominantly day students it 
seems rather presumptuous that you would take it upon yourself not 
only to attack an abuse which actually is rather dormant, but also to 
assign to it specific causes, e.g. the "day students regard the boarders 
as merely 9ne large clique." 
We can hardly weather such an insult, however, without becoming 
rather vehement if only for the following reasons: First, you have failed 
entirely to take into consideration the fact that Regis lacks the physical 
facilities which would ordinarily hold the "day dogs" on the campus, 
and the fact that because of pre-established contacts, the day students 
do not have the interest in Loretto open houses and the like that the 
boarders quite naturally have. If and when Regis can offer a Student 
Union or similar recreation center, you will find that the day students 
will have something to hold them, and will show a great deal more 
interest in the school. Even you will have to realize that the day students 
stop in at Howdy's just a11 often for the number of times that they pass 
by as do the boarders. A Student Union would be no different. 
· Look just as far as the rules for Carroll Hall (and we found out · 
what we were talking about before we made the statement) and you 
will find that day students are not allowed to enter the rooms in the 
Hall without the explicit permission of the floor prefect; the day students 
eat, it is true, in the same cafeteria as the boarders, but since they take 
their lunch, they do not eat at the same end. These things, then, are 
the fault not of the day students as such, not the fault of the boarders, 
but rather the afore-mentioned inadequacy of facilities. 
And you would have the commuters take part in the dances! Any 
all-school dances which have been held in the past, are composed not 
only of couples made up of boarder fellows and their dates, as you 
would have us believe, but also of the day students and their girls. Why 
don't you oheck with some of the chairmen of various committees for 
these dances (and we'll assure you right now that the above is true of 
tbe Coronation Ball), and then come forward with your otherwise 
a priori statement. 
Class officers are composed of eleven boarders and eight day stu-
dents. Clubs, on the other hand, are led by forty day students and 
twenty-one boarders. According to the Brown and Gold masthead, the 
paper staff lists sixteen resident students and f~urtee~ "day hops;" while . 
the Ranger carries eleven Denverites and only siX residents. And yet !ou 
say that the day students have no voice in the various college orgamza-
tions. Hardly so, it seems to us! 
And then the dormant I.R.C., Math Club, and N.S.A. which are in 
their "deep sieep" because "they have had little, if any, day student 
support." The Math Club is guided by four officers, all of whom are day 
students and we defy you to find a club which holds more regular meeting~. Speak to . Mr. Howerton, and you will see that this club has · 
accomplished much-Math Club 'Scholarship Fund, instructive lectures, 
and the like. · 
The I.R.C. is led by four day stu~ents and one boarder, and we can 
hardly forget the raffle of two Notre Dame-Southern California game 
tickets and train fares given away by this club earlier in the year. And 
just a.Sk Mr. Van Valkenburg of the grief involved in sending six men 
to the regional conference at Logan, Utah, last fall, and of the election 
of one of these members as a delegate from the Rocky Mountain Region 
to the national convention held at Ann Arbor, Michigan. And what of 
the other meetings and conferences held by the club. Meetin~s,_ it _is true,_ 
are not held formally as are the Math Club's, but the benefit gamed by 
the members interested in this group is nevertheless great. 
Then if these two moderators have not satiated your appetite for 
truth, m~rely approach Fr. Faherty and ask for some of the activities 
which the N.S.A.-led by three boarders and two day students-have 
carried on throu~hout the year: Not headline news, it is true, but one 
of the most vital aids rendered to the school as a whole by any group. 
And the other clubs are no different. 
These figures, then, are not given to cause any friction what~o­
ever, but are purported to reveal the true condition of balance whiCh 
exis~s. 
Yours very truly, 
ANDY MARTELON 
President (not of the Regis Day Students, 
but) of the Regis College Student Body. 
CHARLES SILLSTROP 
JERRY MONTY 
JIM McNALLY 
JACK TOOHEY 
BOB KELLY 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
Strange Names Not 
Always Parents Fault 
By DICK McCABE 
The other day, something .started 
me thinking. (Please, no laugh-
ter.) A few minutes previously, I 
had heard someone being paged. 
Egbert was the first name; I 
never did get the rest of it; after 
all, names like that are not pos-
sible of further damage. 
Well, as I said, I started to 
think; more, I began to wonder, 
to shudder, to be stupified. I 
stood positively aghast at the im-
plications of it all. Why, oh why, 
did poor Egbert have to be bur-
dened with a name like that? 
Fourteen hours later, I came 
gasping up from depths of un-
fathomable profundity and Eure-
ka! I had found it! It's simple, 
see. Egbert's parents had wanted 
a girl; when he came instead, 
they decided to get even. Have 
you ever felt sorry for a Cuthbert, 
or a Roscoe, a Mortimer, or Van-
dermeer? Well don't. Anyone who 
would play such a low trick upon 
their own mother as being born 
the wrong sex has no claim for 
your sympathies. He is nothing 
but a cad, a veritable schnook. 
Looking at it from the unfortu-
nate innocent's viewpoint, how-
ever, there is sound basis for a 
fourth theory of psychology here. 
I knew a doctor who delivered 
a baby in an auto; the kid's lov-
ing parents named him Otto in 
memoriam. Let's look at this ob-
jectively, men! How far could you 
go dragging "Otto" behind you. 
The nation of China and the 
state of Maine are not too in-
timately related, but in one de-
tail they both show some un-
usually clear thinking inhabitants. 
In China, a baby is given a name 
at birth which endures for but 
7 years, until the child is old 
enough to pick a name for him-
self. If a boy fs named Wan Long, 
he can do something about it in 
China. And in Maine (that en-
lightened state) there is a law 
stating that any name distasteful 
to the bearer may be changed by 
mail for a half a dollar. With the 
other half, he may start suit 
against his parents. A delightful 
place, Maine, must go there some-
time. 
Mother Augustina, O.S.B. 
Named Abbess Of St. 
Walburga' s Convent 
The last issue of the Brown & 
Gold carried a feature story on a 
talk given the students by Mother 
M. August!na, a Benedictine nun 
from South Boulder. Since that 
time Mother Augustina has been 
elected Lady Abbess of historic St. 
Walburga's abbey at Eichstaett, 
Bavaria. Lady Abbess Augustina, 
who came to the U. S. from Ger-
many in 1934 and is now an Amer-
ican citizen, succeeds Lady Abbess 
M. Benedicta von Spiegel, who 
died Feb. 17. 
First American So Honored 
This is the most unusual honor 
that ever came to an American 
nun. The abbey over which she will 
preside is the burial place of St. 
Walburga, English-born Benedic-
tine Abbess born about 710, who 
had the distinction of being super-
ior of not only nuns but monks, 
each sex in its own abbey. Her 
body was taken to Eichstaett about 
870, and since 893 oil has flowed 
at intervals from her relics. There 
is no natural explanation for this 
phenomenon, and many cures have 
been effected through use of the 
oil 1and intercession of the saint. 
Mother M. Augustina, 50 years 
old, has exerted a tremendous in-
fluence on all who know her. Her 
striking personality, brilliant in-
tellect, and deep spirituality made 
her the logical choice for the post 
of Lady Abbess. She may yet real-
ize her dream of a gigantic Bene-
dictine convent rising from the 
plains of Colorado in the· shadow 
of the Rocky Mountains, where'· 
the South Boulder site was bought 
when it was feared the Nazis 
would drive the order oqt of Ger-
many. 
April19, 195o 
Judge Men Carefully 
By ED LINDENMEYEB 
One of man's greatest ~nd _most 
human faults is that of JUdging a 
person by his ~utw~rd actions or 
idiosyncrasies m hiS manner of 
speech. There are some t~?ughts 
and expressions that are better 
left unsaid" and those that. are of 
a derogatory nature concermng ~n­
other person should head the list. 
This is no new fad ·that has sprung 
up in the last few years soon t~. be 
replaced by something new ~~;s Ji~­
terbuging" or the long skirt; It 
has been destroying the charac~ers 
of millions of decent people. sm~e 
the beginning of time, and .It Will 
not .cease, universally that IS, but 
each individual can by thoughtfu~­
ness and a sense of decency on his 
part ' keep from speaking mali-
ciously against another, for once 
defamatory words slip by the guar-
dians of thought they grow as a 
snowball rolling down a · hill to 
eventually burst in the face of the 
innocent subje'Ct. The impact of 
malicious words is more deadly 
than a mortal blow; it can not 
harm a person physically, but it 
can destroy him mentally if he is 
not intrinsically sound and sure of 
himself; at times even the strong 
fall. 
Michel Montaigne in his essay 
"Of the Inconsistency of Our Ac-
tions" writes concerning this flaw 
in our make·-up: 
". . . It is not a matter for a 
calm mind to judge us simply 
by our outward actions; we 
must sound the inside and see 
what springs set us in motion. 
But since this is a high and 
hazardous undertaking, I wish 
that fewer people would med. 
die with it." 
These in my estimation are som 
of the wisest words ever written 0: 
thought by a mere mortal. Ponder 
over them and you Will see th 
depth of meaning which they con~ 
vey. You cannot judge a man by 
his outward actions; they do not 
always express his inner feeling 
and ideas. Man is a very compU~ 
cated mechanism made up of anJ. 
malities and a supernatural soul 
and eveny man is by virtue of ~ 
soul intrinsically different. Man is 
not a mass produced product which 
must be perfect or else he is 
thrown on a junk pile to be recast· 
he is an individual who has his 0~ 
ideas, actions, and personal peculi· 
arities and no matter how imper. 
feet we may think him we must 
respect him as a creature of God. 
It must be borne in mind that 
words once spoken can never-
never be recalled, and that mau. 
cious words once spoken have a 
habit of growing worse as they 
pass from person to person. We 
have no right to discredit even one 
of our fellow men, and if we do 
have some unsavory knowledge 
concerning a person we should lock 
it up inside ourselves and try to 
forget it because by releasing it 
we damage his good name. Man by 
his nature is subject tq imperfec· 
tions and instead of being criticized 
for the wrong he does he should 
be praised for the good he does. 
we· don't want anyone to spread 
tales concerning us, whether they 
be true or false; think twice be· 
fore speaking and then speak of 
others only as you would want 
them to speak of you. 
9;udzam 9~ II]Juz (}WW: (Jj ]Juz ?11.a1hJz II 
(/J.rlpich ~ (Jj }JIJZJl Will and tJ1tkA 
By BOB BURNS 
Francis Bacon has wisely stated: 
"Some books are to be tasted, 
others to be swallowed, and some 
few to. be chewed and digested. 
... Reading maketh a full man." 
Mr. Bacon should have been given 
a prize for such a true and ap-
plicable statement; it should be 
used as a criterion for the judg-
ment of books. The application of 
his quotation to modern novels is 
an interesting and profitable pro-
cedure. The principles which he 
stated are very true in the case 
of Graham Greene's The Heart of 
the Matter, a book which is filled 
with significant thought. Here, 
without doubt, is one of the most 
powerful and thorough character 
analyses of our modern times. Its 
real significance of values gives a 
reader an excellent opportunity to 
do some serious thinking along 
spiritual lines. The unforgettable 
character, Major Scobie, is a man 
who fights an unescapable truth 
in a spiritual crisis, directs his 
free will away from the guiding 
principles of Catholicism, and fi-
nally takes his own life in despair. 
The basic tenet of his plight leaves 
one concrete thought with us: "It 
is easy to save one's soul." Scobie 
because of a false concept of val~ 
ues, forced himself away from the . 
saving grace of confession. Re-
pentance demanded that he give 
up an adulterous relationship, the 
very thing which was torturing 
his fearful conscience; yet, he pre-
ferred mental anguish to peace 
of mind and soul. It is easy to 
see, if we study Scobie's reason-
ing, what a powerful weapon we 
have in the faculty of the free 
will. With this power we · can 
reach great heights, but we can 
also, as Scobie did, turn our back 
o~ truth. Ironically enough, Sco-
bie was aware of the gravity of 
his refusal of grace; he knew all 
along that his actions were not 
in accordance with. his basic be-
liefs. Nevertheless, his knowledge _ 
Waf! not e_nough to straighten out 
incorrect thinking. T() add ·to hi.~ · 
troubles, his illicit lover, who was 
not a Catholic, taunted him as to 
his sinful life. She would remind 
him that, were he really a believer 
in his faith, he would not con· 
tinue to sin. He realized that she 
spoke the truth, but the inability 
to reconcile himself to that truth 
made his repentance impossible. 
He eventually confesses his sln8, 
but upon being reminded of the 
avoidance of occasions, he real· 
izs that he cannot give up his evil 
ways. All the tilne he is aware of 
the sting of conscience; the 
knowledge that he is deliberately 
living in sin wages a conti_nu~ 
battle in his soul. His free WilliS 
being refused the chance to make 
the correct decision; as a result, 
Scobie is tortured from morning 
'til night. At one time Sco~ie 
makes a sacreligious commuruon 
in order to maintain human re· 
spect. He realizes the gravity and 
consequences of his act, but once 
again free will is employed to de· 
liberately contradict the truth in 
his heart. 
Scobie's suicide is the direct re· 
suit of his refusal of grace. 
Through constant conflict be~we~ 
his knowledge of good and hiS d 
liberate continuance in sin, the 
major sees no possible solution e~· 
cept suicide. In the very act It: 
self there is a . sense of wrong, 
Scobie wants to return to God, 
but his sense of guilt oversha~~ws 
right reason. His last agomzwg 
words contain the name of God-
The reader is left ·to decide wheth· 
er or no Scobie in a final second, 
' ·uon made a perfect act of contr1 , ·. 
Free will dangerous if · used m· 
· correctly,' was the major's . down· 
fall. , 
"Reading maketh a full man. 
· · truth The fullnes.s _£onsists m tai 
Profitable values are fundamen 
characters of good literature; w~ 
find such values in The Heart 0 
the Matter· we find such values 
inherent in Scobie-even though he 
goes . against them. "So~e. f~~ 
. (are) to be che~ed an~ d1~est~ ~ 
Graham Greene's · stirnng nove . 
a choice morsel. . . 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
Easter Sunday In R~trospect 
ClothesMakeTheDay? Liturgical Dates Set Gateway T 0 Christ 
By EDWIN OONNELL By H. L. HUGGINS 
e is nothing more inspiring T~e proper time for the cele-
Ther ee the family "en masse," bratron of Easter has caused much 
th~n t~:-decked, starting out to con~roversy. In the second century 
gailY . h Mass Easter Sunday a dispute arose on this point be-
the ~~g The family isn't consid- tween the Eastern and Western M~rnillt~is Mass as th~ ordinary churches. The great body of 
erillg bligation, but Its one of Ea~?tern Christians c e 1 e b rat e d sunda~, o ecial" days. This is a Easter on the Jewish Passover 
those d ;pfor :Mother. Besides the the . fourteenth day of the first 
hard ~- nal chores, she pries all JeWish lll()nth or moon thinking 
convebn 10 d stubbornly into their of Christ as the tru~ Paschal 
Mr roo Lamb. The Western churches cele-
Easter finery. brated Easter on the Sunday after 
Upon approaching Holy ~~me the fourteenth day, declaring it 
thedral even father consi ers was the commemoration of the 
Ga unusual appearance. . Arm in resurrection of .Jesus. In 325 A D 
hiS this family steps mto the the Council of Nicaea declared th~ 
a.l"l\ of the Easter parade. The W~stern churches were correct. ;~:~st of bo~nets is dadzzlingd This declaration only decided that 
J,!other's creation, homema e an futuz:e Easters would be held on 
brilliant, as any, sha~s h~r Sunday, the question of the month 
smug but observing eyes. ,ss~re ' or date was left untouched. The 
· family swings across hose proper astronomical cycle for cal-
::spicuous areas within th_e sh~~- culating the OC{!Urrence of the 
ow of the great doorshwitfh .
1
e Easter moon was not determined· 
dignitY and glory of t .e ami Y by the Council of Nicaea. 
manifested as God meant.It. The time of Easter, being the 
Within this group the n~nportax;t most important of all the movable 
things are also held in mmd. This feasts of the Christian Church de-
daY is the greatest on earth and termines all others. It was' de-
in heaven. Easter Sunday, the an- bated, at the time of the introduc-
·versary of the grandest of tion of the Gregorian calendar, 
m·racles. More than nineteen hun- whether Easter should continue to 
!Ill • t l'k b b dred years ago, on a day JUS I. e e mova le, or a fixed Sunday, aft-
this, the people of Judea were ~t- er March 21st, should be adapted. 
nesses to the climax of t~e s~blm~e It was deference to ancient cus-
life of Christ. After HIS histo~tc tom that led ecclesiastical author-
passion, Christ rested to anse ities to adhere to reckoning by the 
from death and free all souls. In lll()On. 
recognition of this, Easter has be- An imaginary moon regulates 
come the foundation of the Christ- the time of Easter. The mean 
lan religion. moon of the astronomers has noth-
It seems that the -entire world, ing to do with the time of Easter, 
in one way or the other, celebrates nor does the actual moon. An 
this great feast-day. All the imaginary moon, whose periods 
pomp and ceremony of Easter is are so contrived that the new 
fundamentally an offering to the (calendar) moon always follows 
Risen King. Our typical family the real new moon (sometimes by 
realizes the significance of Easter. two, or even three, days), does 
They and we should be conscious regulate Easter. ' The effect of this 
of Christ's triumph and our finery is that the fourteenth of the cal-
should have been donned as a re- endar moon-which had from the 
flection of His glory. times of Jewish law been consid-
ered the "full lll()on" for ecclesias-
On Land, Sea, Or Bus! 
By BOB PATI'RIDGE . 
The bulging shoulders of the 
Marine spilled over into the bag-
gage racks as his ribboned uni-
form topped by a crew cut filled 
the aisle of the Greyhound bus. 
Scanning the seats with a sharp-
shooters eye he hit towards a va-
cant chair marked: "Reserved" at 
the rear of the bus. /A pert pack-
age of pulchritude sat in the ad-
joining seat blocking the bulky 
Corpsman's way. 
"Honey, Js that seat taken?" 
qUizzed the hashmarked Marine. 
"I am very sorry, it is saved for 
my father," soothed the blond 
bundle with eye easy features. 
As the battle-wise vet advanced 
to the seat he fired, "Move over 
daughter!" 
----+--
Hay Rack Ride Planned 
On Saturday, April 22, the big-
gest and best of all old fashioned 
hay rack rides is on the social 
agenda, courtesy of Delta Sigma. 
According to word received from 
President J. A. O'Donnell, only a 
howling blizzard can blitz the gala 
affair. The moonlit excursion will 
hit the road at 8:30 P.M., with 
five rubber-tired wagons (nothin' 
but class, eh!) leaving Mississippi 
Stables at frequent intervals, until 
an comers are satisfied. After a 
turbUlent time in the rack, those 
able to dig themselves out of the 
straw will proceed to the patio 
for dancing, and perhaps a bit of 
home-spun entertainment. Accord-
lllg to plan, the Delta Bigs will 
1f ProVide refreshments, supplement-
Ing the food the girls will bring. 
tical purposes-falls generally on 
the fifteenth or sixteenth of the 
real moon, and thus after the real 
full moon, which is generally on 
the fourteenth or fifteenth day. 
Adoption of the Gregorian · cal-
endar changed the date of Easter. 
The Greek church, which did not 
accept the Gregorian calendar, 
therefore usually celebrates East-
er on a different day from the 
Western church. 
One object in arranging the cal-
endar moon schedule was that 
Easter might never fall on the 
same day as the Jewish Passover. 
However, Easter ·· and the Jewish 
Passover were celebrated on the 
same day in 1805, 1825, 1923, and 
1927. Not until 1981, on April 17, 
will the Passover and Easter again 
be celebrated simultaneously. 
--+--
"B's" 
(With apologies to Kilmer's "Trees") 
f wonder if I shall ever see 
A thing as lovely as a "B". 
A "B" that lets me sleep at night . 
And gives my folks such keen deltg~t, 
A "B" that shuns the Dean's kfack _llst 
And spares me Fate's reboundmg hst. 
A "13" that lets me in Med school, 
Or play a guiltless game of pool. 
'D's" are made by fools like me, 
But only a Prof can make a "B". 
-A. FRESHMAN. 
---+'T~ 
Nebraskans on the Move 
With the recent symptoms of 
springtime, the well-reste? Ne-
braskans ventured from hib~rn~­
tion to make plans for a piCniC 
hike to be held in the latter or 
middle part of April. 
All Cornhuskers, their dates, 
and guests, will venture into "them 
thar hills" to make a full day af-
fair of what is expected to be t~e 
greatest success of' the club thiS 
year. d J h 
By EDWARD A. SEILER 
In o~der to break a log jam, a 
lumberJack must find the key log. 
U~less this is found the stream 
Will remain ch<}lted, despite the 
successive blasting of the future 
lumber. 
To a person who would under-
stand the character of Christ 
Easter is the key. If the Resur~ 
rection and the prior sufferings 
of Jesus are not understood, the 
stream of life will be choked with 
~he driftwood of doubt and skeptic-
Ism. The Incarnation of the 
Bless.e? ,Virgin, the Nativity, the 
CrucifiXIon are all meaningless 
unless bound by the final triumph 
of Easter. 
. Day after day, accounts appear 
m the newspapers of man's fight 
to conquer disease and their hope 
to eventually conquer death. Are 
we as powerful as the Son of God ? 
Can we ever conquer the mortal 
end of man? 
Despite the daily dynamiting 
of our inert souls by God's grace, 
we will never be able to overcome 
the destiny of our bodie·s. Rather 
than hope for prolonged life on 
earth our thoughts should be cen-
tered on understanding the dual 
personality of Jesus Christ. Dy-
ing as man, He arose as God. The 
Church Triumphant is the theme 
of Easter. 
Contemplation is good for the 
soul but it should have its prac-
tical aspect as well. When we 
have considered Easter in all of 
its ramifications, we are bound to 
impart that knowledge to others. 
This action doesn't mean harangu-
ing persons of other faiths as this 
writer has mistakenly done but to 
impart a true appreciation to 
Catholics and non-Catholics alike 
of the true meaning of Easter. 
Let us consider the stream of life 
as a time of purification which 
will enable us to be dressed in 
our best clothes when Christ shall 
call us for the Final Judgment. 
Along~--__, I THE CORRIDORS 
We didn't expect to be around 
after the last edition, but "ain't 
heared" lately that we wasn't 
wanted so here goes . . 
Ed Lindenmeyer had his teacher 
here for the holidays. She was 
quite the chick and looked (to us 
anyway) that Ed would be able to 
"take care of her." 
? ? ? Who is going· out with 
Chestnut?? 
Heard teil that Paul Pfarr is al-
most · engaged. Even heard it's a 
woman with real blood. 
Jim Grant had a gorgeous date 
the other night. ·She hailed from 
C.W.C. and we hear "again" that 
he is "in love." 
The new cars around the campus 
belong to Jim Abts, Buck Druding, 
and J. V. Crowe. Just thought we'd 
let you know who would be "So 
nice to come with." 
We should have nominated Mike 
McGreevey the "best driver." We 
also wish to retract "Most beau-
tiful female" as Dave Doyle doesn't 
fit that anymore. "She" and Mike 
had an accident and so they just 
ruined our "Barneys." 
Who's shoes are in Con Curran's 
room? I don't believe that they be·-
long to Helen. 
"Students going home for East-
er" was the sign used by Tom Kav-
anaugh and Ron Gibbs to get home. 
They defied "Reader's Digest" by 
showing that it still can be done. 
Good afternoon to Father Elmer 
Trame, S.J. 
Never fear if you have yet to 
be approached by a Delta Sigma 
lllember to purchase a ticket ($1.50 
Per couple) for this all-school 
c~assic. You will be. Transporta-
b?n will be provided for those 
Wtthout rides to Mississippi Sta-
bles. (If worse comes to worse-
the Weather being inclement-your 
llloney will be refunded.) 
Larry McWilliams an . 0 n 
Locke are refreshments chairmen, . 
J'm Curran and Jim Grant were 
I · ted transportation agents, 
"Frank Buck" Hayden spent the 
holidays at "Wild Bill" McWilliams 
home. It seems that when Jim ar-
rived, a band met him, he shot 
beer cans out of the air on a large 
hill, and what else we don't know. 
That only goes to prove· that any-
thing can happen in Nebraska and 
who knows, anything can happen 
ALONG THE CORRIDORS. 
appom D ·s 
and Jim Sherman and Don a':'I 
were picked as attendance chair-
men. 
Jazz vs. the Classics 
By DAN MAHONEY 
"Gentlemen, although this course 
has been dedicated to true beauty, 
to the appreciation of classical 
music, I have been persuaded 
against my better judgment to de-
vote a period to the style of music 
termed jazz or as the French crit-
ics call it, 'Le Jazz Hot','' Gaucho-
shirted college boys squirmed in 
their seats as Mr. Channing an. 
nounced the subject. This promised 
to be the first interesting class in 
a course which had had little 
meaning and less appeal to most 
of them. 
"This -jazz . . . the very word ir-
ritates . · .. is the product of Afri-
can natives who migrated to the 
cheaper districts of Southern 
America. Although a definite part 
of American music, it has no ar-
tistic or cultural value. ,It is cari-
cature, exaggerated. distorted, vul-
gar, and hysterical. . . ." And so 
systematically the instructor an-
alyzed and condemned the struc-
ture and value of "Le Jazz Hot" 
until every Bix Biederbecke, Sid-
ney Bechet, and Louis Armstrong 
fan in the audience was exploding. 
Finally, ... "Yes, Mr. Haines?" 
"Maybe jazz isn't the most cul-
tural music ever written, but have 
you ever heard feeling like that in 
classical music." 
"George Marvo." 
"Jazz 'is the only really Amer-
ican music. Everybody condemns 
it because it was played in 'speak-
easies' and cheap dance-halls." 
"Mr. Ryan." 
"I think that another reason no-
body likes jazz is because it's 
played by Negroes. White people 
don't want to admit the Negroes 
have any talent. It caught on in 
France because they didn't care 
whether the band is black or 
white." 
Another hand said, "I think 
even the classical writers are us-
ing jazz themes for some of their 
works, today." 
This praise from some of the 
"brains" of the class irritated some 
and pleased others, but only one 
ventured to defend the instructor. 
"I agree with Mr. Channing, jazz 
is. vvlgar. It is played too rapidly, 
rhythm is ignored, melody is 
copied, and very badly, from the 
great masters. Why I hear that 
many of the bands don't even use 
musical scores. Socially, it is an 
attempt at mass hysteria, a sym-
pathetic relief of tension .... 
"Hold on there, boys." All heads 
turned to the back of the hall 
where old Bunk stood leaning on 
his broom. Bunk was the college's 
colored janitor, whom the ·boys 
said had come West because of 
some lung trouble. "If 'Sugar Roll' 
and the Zenith Superior Brass 
Band could hear what you "long 
hairs" have to say about jazz, 
they'd give up. You don't think 
jazz; you feel it. Carnegie Hall 
don't play it, Jimmy Dorsey don't 
play it, and neither does Duke 
Ellington. It ain't played right in 
Chicago, St. Looey, or Harlem. 
They stomp it correct in good ole 
New Orleans. It's sad and it•s 
sweet and it's blue, but mostly it's 
hot. Jazz is all brass, and them 
horns tells about the bayous and 
swamps and plantations, they 
wails the story of Moses, them 
trumpets play a hot and synco--
pated funeral march, they tells 
about them luscious Mississl:ppi 
river-boats, they marches up and 
down North Rampart Street . on 
PAGET 
One Man's Palace 
Standing upon a ladder angled against 
the house, 
Perched as a bird about to take the 
wing, 
He covers the weather-beaten boards in 
even strokes, 
While the wind whispers the coming of 
Spring 
In short, gusty croaks. 
Brush and bucket combine with his 
hand coloring white 
The house that has stood the long 
attack of Winter's Grief. 
Paint running in rivulets with 
contra~inses of a gnome 
Seeping into the palace that a man 
calls home. 
E. A. SEILER. 
Salty Survey Made 
By PAUL PFARR 
Every time I browse through the 
library I find that .difficulties be-
set me on every turn. There are 
those titles which are plain and 
uninviting; challenging; adven-
turous; famous and long popular; 
and all of them hold some strange 
fascination for a reader with an 
open mind. The choice is always 
hard to make, but that may ex-
plain how I happened to pick up 
Captain Horatio Hornblower. Un-
able to choose between Sholem 
Asch and Evelyn Waugh, I took 
a stab in the dark and came up 
with C. S. Forester. The choice I 
so luckily made turned up a new 
friend for me. Horatio Q., that 
heroic, long-suffering, hypercrit-
ical sea·dog has proved most en-
joyable. 
Perhaps it is because I like the 
sea that this friendship has 
grown; maybe the roar of guns, 
the orderly commands, and the 
sight of armed Men o' War with 
sails full · bearing down on each 
other for that moment of impact 
have captured my imagination. 
Whatever it may be, I know that 
to enjoy C. S. Forester and his 
.character means to lose oneself 
completely in the spell that is 
woven. Many times I have stopped 
reading and looked around myself 
almost expecting to see a headless 
seaman at my feet, and the wreck-
age of battle all around me. Or. 
when Hornblower sits in his prison 
cell and pens his letters of misery 
and loneliness, I feel myself; 
trappeji and helpless, sharing his 
confinement. To read these stories 
without abandoning myself to the 
author's whims is like sleeping 
without being rested, or · eating 
without betng filled. 
Forester, when he wrote his 
stories, l!.ad in mind a novel that 
would not only appeal to the lover 
of adventure, but also to the char-
acter analyst, and to the romancer. 
He paints a man beset by advers-
ity, conflict, severe sense of loy-· 
alty, and plagued by inner recrim-
inations. He puts this man against 
a background of hard, rough sea• 
men, and further complicates his 
life with the life of a beautiful 
noblewoman. To follow with For-
ester the life of Horatio Q. Horn-
blower is to thrill to experiences 
and episodes which are lost for-
ever in the years before us. 
Mardi Gras, they pleases High 
Society and Piety Street. But all 
of it comes from right here and 
not here," he concluded, passing a 
black gnarled finger from the left 
side of his shirt to his grey temple. 
(Much of the above material 
was taken from Shining Trumpets, 
A History of Jazz by Rudi Blesh.) 
• 
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Ranger Ciolfers Qualify; Open Links 
Campaign With Buffs and Tigers 
Altenbern No. 1 Man 
On April 4 a treacherous wind 
brought havoc to the mashie 
swingers who played qualifying 
rounds for the Varsity golf squad 
at Lakewood Country Club. A size-
able turnout greeted Mr. Edward 
Ozwald, S.J., coach of the Re·gis 
"links hitters," and when the final 
scores were tallied, Jim Altenbern 
had shown his ability with the 
sticks by capturing medalist hon-
ors with a sparkling one-over 
par 73. 
Another Illinois product, George 
Schori~. looked like Slammin' 
Sammy Snead in touring the Lake-
wood layout in 79 strokes. Close 
on his heels was soph Dan Hogan 
who tallied an 80, while Captain 
Ed Connell skidded to an 84. Matt 
Ward whipped around the subur-
ban course in 86 strokes. J. J. 
Straub and Ron Gibbs each carded 
89's, which ne·cessitated a match 
play-off. Jake became the sixth 
man to qualify for the intercol-
legiate golf team by edging the 
man from Springfield, 3 and 2. 
Heavy class committments have 
forced lett~rmen Don Powers, 
'tiftUITRfNTALS 
#., ·Cll!l 
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Hogan Shines at Boulder 
Last Friday the Regis College 
golf team opened the 1950 season 
at Boulder, Colorado where they 
finished a close second in a three 
way match. Colorado University, 
Colorado College, and Regis were 
the participating squads. 
The Rangers were edged out by 
Colorado U. by a narrow 5lh point 
margin, while they outscored C.C. 
by 1llh markers. C.U. led the pa-
rade with 25%, while the boys 
from the "Crest" posted 20 to the 
8lh points earned by C.C.'s Tigers. 
Dan Hogan of Regis, was the 
day's medalist, as he whipped 
~round the 6600 yard Boulder 
Country Club course with a par 
71. Jim Altenbern supplied the sec-
ond half of the one-two punch by 
adding a 35-38 for a 73 score. Ho-
gan notched 5%, while Altenbern 
gernered 6 points for the Ranger 
cause. George Schorie was also in 
the 70's, while Phil Ward, Jack 
Straub, and Ed Connell finished in 
the low 80's. 
A return match with C.U. at 
Lakewood Country Club, Regis' 
home course, has been scheduled 
for Tuesday, April 18. 
school tournament champ, and 
Dick Petry, to refrain from par-
ticipating in early season play, but 
it is the hope of the other scuffers 
that this staunch duo will qualify 
and be ready for some of the later 
matches. 
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THE BROWN AND GOLD 
By JERRY 
The final frames were marked 
last week in the Brown League, 
which has been hitting the hard-
wood these many weeks at Cen-
tennial. After the slide rules cooled 
off the little mathematicians gave 
us some interesting results, among 
them a three-way tie for the sec-
ond spot. 
Top honors go to Fr. Houser, 
Mr. Van Valkenburg, and Dr. Hol-
leran with their record of 22 wins 
against 5 set-backs. Team 1, (Bill 
Haggerty, Buck Druding, and 
Vince O'Brien), and Nick Palizzi, 
Tony Petrillo, and Neil Heinen, 
members of the No. 3 crew as well 
as Team 4 (Paul Villano, Ted 
Chiono, and John Shannon). cre-
ated a gnarled knot out of the sec-
ond spot. Giving close competition 
were some newcomers to the col-
umn, Jake Straub, Dick McCabe 
and Bill Maguire. 
Individual laurels in the league 
were earned J:>y Fr. Houser, the 
outstanding faculty bowler, who 
rolled the ball high league average 
of 180.1. Bill Hagerty and Nick 
Palizzi also sparkled; Bill took the 
high student average of 166.1, 
while Nick knocked out the all-
league high game of 233 and the 
high individual series of 581. 
Thursday's Gold League finished 
its firing after this issue's dead-
lin~. so look for those results in 
the next B. & G. 
+ 
Bryce Heffley 
Wins Hoop Awards 
Bryce Heffley, Regis college 
center, who this year shattered 
three previous all-time high marks 
in the cage sport at Rangerland, 
basked in a little national fame 
last week when his name appeared 
on the rosters of two mythical 
all-star teams. 
The cage squad at Le Moyne 
college, Syracuse, N. Y., complet-
ing its second season of inter-
collegiat~ play, selected from all 
the opponents it had faced the 
five top players. The blond Regis 
center was one of the five chosen. 
Heffley, who scored 475 points 
during the season of 33 game·s, 
had one of his better nights against 
Le Moyne, racking up 12 buckets 
and five free throws for a 29-
point total. 
In a recent issue of the Brook-
lyn Tablet, Catholic weekly news-
paper, Jack Butler and Don Zirgel 
of the sports staff selected an All· 
Catholic All-American basketball 
team. Bryce Heffley was awarded 
honorable mention in this aggrega-
Apri119, 1950 
* 
By J.D. 
With the inaugural of the 1950 major baseball season, every fore-
caster invokes the ancient right of predicting the final standings of the 
American and National Leagues. 
Though this columnist hasn't had the opportunity (or, I might add, 
the time and chips) to visit the spring training sites and witness the 
Grapefruit League contests, he prognosticates that Marse Joe Mc-
Carthy's apparently luckless Red Sox will meet the fleet-footed Dodgers 
in the World Series next October. 
American League 
Hold your hat, Sotillo. The Detroit Tigers will nose out your beloved 
Yankees, because of their sound mound staff headed by Newhouser, 
Houttemann and Trucks. Unless Joe Page can save about twoscore 
ball games the Indians and Athletics will press hard for third place, 
with Cleveland probably getting the nod because of Bob Lemon's right 
hand slants and the prodigious pokes from the bat of Luke Easter. The 
White Sox, Browns, and Senators should round out the seoond division, 
in that order. 
Senior Circuit 
With the added punch of Willard Marshall and Sid Gordon, the 
Braves should edge out the St. Louis Cards fot the runner-up spot in 
the National League. The Philadelphia Phils, looking toward 1951 with a 
team whose members average 23 years old, could finish in the number 
three spot again, but will probably have to be content with fourth. 
Leo Durocher·s Giants wil:V head the second four, but will receive 
a scare from Cincinnati's surprising Reds, who burned up the pre-season 
leagues down South. Unless Pittsburgh, whose lone luminary seems to 
be Ralph Kiner, can receive better pitching support, they may have 
difficulty keeping Frankie Frisch's Cubs in the cellar. 
All Star Aggregation 
Bob Dunnebecke's champions placed four men on the All-Tourna-
ment basketball team. Besides Dunnebecke, Bob Burns, Chuck Silstrop, 
and George Minot earned the honor rating. Father McKenney and Mr. 
Shannahan represented the faculty, while the remainder of the Tourney 
standouts, picked by the Student Council Directors, were Jim Altenbern, 
Tom Bogus, Dave McMahon, and Matt Ward. 
The Champs will be the recipients of miniatur~ gold basketballs 
as well as a plaque, to adorn the walls of the Student Council Office. 
Diamond Quips 
Since Sports Editor ( ? j Mike McGreevey was more or less incapaci-
tated by an automobile mishap, and also because the opener with 
Mines was played several hours after the B & G went to press yesterday 
morning, very little baseball info could be set in type for this issue. 
At this date Coach Larry Varnell's starting infield will include the 
able Jack Baxter at first, Paul Villano at second sack, Captain Bob 
Burns, in his fourth season at short, and Jim Malone, whom this writer 
erroneously listed as a possible catcher or flychaser, at third base. 
Patrolling the outer gardens will be the veteran Jerry Coursey, Vince 
O'Brien, transfer from St. Francis (Brooklyn), and either George Minot 
or Len Capra. Minot, who just got the O.K. from his doctor to be a 
member of the '50 Ranger "nine", is expected to take a regular turn on 
the mound. 
Teek Aliota has been handling the backstopping chores with his 
usual vigol';-- Heading the pitching staff is ".Spike" Berney, who has 
exhibited good control and a variety of slants. Jim Stromsoe has shown 
a lot of promise in early workouts, while ••Red" Lange, bothered by a 
sore arm, has, by his own admission, shown a blazing fast ball and 
scatter-arm diredion. Coursey has been one of the few consistent hitters 
thus far, and weak hitting may hinder the effectiveness of the Rangers 
in the first several ball games. 
Rack and Stack 
Messrs. Heinen and Altenbern have retired from the indoor sports 
scene in favor of the fairways of Willis Case, Park Hill C. C., etc. The 
new proprietors of the Carroll Hall Emporium of Pool are Roland ($$ in 
his eyes) Martines, Ron Gibbs, and Dick McDermott, who hope that 
enough of you die-hard snooker players will show their loyalty to keep 
them in business during these "outdoor" days. For Rollo's sake, at least 
go down and purchase a sack of peanuts or a pack of butts occasionally. 
tion of 20 stars from all parts of 
the nation~ 
In the article, BUtler, probably 
crean of Catholic press sports writ-
ers bec~use of his long association 
with all sports and his intimate 
acquaintance with most of the 
country's leading coaches, points 
out that 79 Catholic· colleges and 
universities played basketball this 
season and had more than 800 
players 'in action. Butler or Zirkel 
saw 35 of the·se teams in person 
and talked with coaches, players, 
and sports writers who had seen 
most of the others. 
All Late Model Used Cars Guaranteed 5000 Miles 
OUR DOWN-PAYMENT ON ALL USED CARS LOWEST IN CITY OF DENVER · 
"6f the 20 players we have 
singled out," Butler and Zirkel 
wrote, "we saw 15 in collegiate 
play. The other five (these in-
clude Heffley) earned their berths 
on their records and on the trib· 
utes of opposing coaches and play-
ers." 
Current Varsity 
Sports (o/entlor • COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF TODAY • 
TUESDAY, APRIL 18 
Baseball-Mines at Regis 
Golf-C.U. at Regis (Lakewood) 
THURSDAY, APRIL 21 
Golf~C.C.. at Colorado Springs 
Tennis-Mines at Golden 
FRIDAY, APRIL 22 . 
Basebaii-C.U. at Boulder · . 
Golf--C.U. at Regis (Lakewood) 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27 . 
Golf-U. of Denver at D.U. 
THURSDAY, APRIL 28 
Basebaii-U. of Denver ot D.U. 
Tennis-C.C. at Regis (City 
Pork) 
Golf-Mines at Golden 
FRIDAY, APRIL 29 
Basebaii-U. of Denver at Regis 
(Bear's Stadium) . 
Tennis-Mines at Regis (City 
Pork) 
MONDAY, MAY 2 
. Baseball-Mines at Golden, 
' 
Hil Th' Rood 
BY THE HOBO 
. g sweet Spring! Books are s~r~ ;kirtS are shorter. Skies 
dustie 'wiJlg bluer, other pastures 
are ~owing greener, ~d ~oung 
are , fancies are growmg m all 
lllens k th' 
t·ons r,a.st wee , IS young direc 1 • 
, fancY Jured him down the ~sto canon City and the Royal 
JW" of the Arkansas River, with 
:rg:vernight stop in Colorado 
ingS SP~e Royal Gorge, ~s s~en f~om 
uto bridge crossmg 1t, is JUSt 
the ~ the most overwhelming 
s~~ of scenery in the state of 
~rado. In fact, it is one of the 
t iiJlpressive sights in the mos y . h le country. es-s-s-Ire-e-e ~~! (And I know. I've been 
e.round, I have: You can see an 
wfuJlot of things between those a An ·t• train wheels.) yway, 1 s some-
thing worth going the 100-odd 
miles from Denver to see. The 
shortest route from Denver to the 
Gorge, which lies about 10 miles 
trom canon City, would be down 
u. s. highway 85-87 to Colorado 
Springs, then over Colorado 115 
to Canon City. If you wish to 
reallY make an excursion, and 
traverse a lot of superb mountain 
scenery, go down U. S. route 286 
to Fairplay and Salida, then east 
along the Arkansas River to the 
Gorge on route 1)0. 
Structural Spectacle 
The bridge crossing the Royal 
Gorge is a suspension affair, and 
very delicately suspended too. 
They claim it is the highest sus-
pension bridge in the whole wide 
world. After contracting a se-
vere case of acrophobia from just 
walking across it, I agree. It's 
a long, long 1,153 feet from the 
bridge to the river, and when the 
wind started the bridge swaying 
up and down as well as sideways, 
Laundromat 
Half-Hour Laundry 
R. E. ROBBINS, Mgr. 
"ON THE BUS LINE" 
3008 W. 44th GRand 7341 
I wanted to b 
but pronto. e somewhere else, 
The view is worth 't 
The canyon Wall I • though . 
of bare red stons are C~>Inposed 
five or six other c~i shadmg into ~~2e00sh;:;t ~~i~1a:~sr~ J!~:t~~ 
bridge can be · rom the 
rampart of th seen the southern 
e snow-capped San g~~ de Christo range a real! -
mficent outlook 'c . Y mag-b . d . rossmg the 
. n ge, one drives through a sec 
bon of Temple National Forest -
a road that must have been p~; 
ter~ed after an elevator, and th -
on mto Canon City. us 
Going north again towards Den-
~er we stopped off for the night 
m. Colorado Springs, a quaint little 
v 1 11 a g e constructed physically 
mentally, and socially around th~ 
Bro~dmoor Hotel and the wealthy 
tourist. 
The Broadmoor is a unique Colo-
rado. institution. summer and win-
ter . It. plays the shepherd to the 
socialite sheep, a kind of glorified 
~ports-happy Brown Palace. Built 
m the distinctive Colorado Moorish 
s~yle, it's a watering place for the 
nch and a mouth-watering place 
for such as you and I. The only 
sport missing from the Broadmoor 
line-up is wild boar hunting and 
they might have that by next'sum-
mer. It's a lovely place, though, 
and should be seen, if only as a 
future reference for what to do 
with your second million. A few 
miles due west of the Springs is 
located the world-famous Garden 
of the Gods. Possibly because a 
busy, four . lane highway, littered 
with hot-dog stands, bisects tne 
park, I felt a little let down. Pos-
sibly too, I had absorbed too much 
of the chamber of commerce build-
up for the place. The huge wind-
eroded rocks are indeed of weird 
beauty, but I prefer my natural 
wonders to be out of sight of tall 
chimneys and out of earshot . of 
racing motors. Colorado can do 
much better by the curious tourist. 
Well, don't say you weren't told, 
boys. See America First. See the 
World (Courtesy \J. S. Navy) but 
above all, see Colorado. There's a 
lot to be seen right here in your 
own back yard. 
"SMAR1ES1 UNDER THE SUN" 
Get ARROW 
Basque Shirts 
HIRE TODAYI 
$1.25 up 
Drop In today and see our new collection of 
Arrow basque and gaucho knits. They're 
perfect for golf, tennis, and beach wea~­
casual, colorful and comfortable. Your choice 
of stripes, aolld color• or whltel 
STORE • 6 2 1- SIX TEE R lH 
FOR ARROW UNIVERSITY STYLES 
-: 
WilL '1/tJ.u_ !J.oiiL JJuL 
Convert Conscious Collegians? 
By ART STABTI..E and 
" JERRY BEKKER . 
. I never realized how much my 
faith meant to me until I had to 
defend it." 
~he Communist . stronghold of 
Umon Square in New York City is 
an orator's paradise·. Strong-wind-
ed soapboxers pound out their Red 
propaganda until they are crimson-
faced. Some people stop to listen; 
others pass by with a shrug of the 
shoulders and the appellation 
"Quack." No attempt is made t~ 
stop these speakers; no one an-
swers them back. 
But, someone has tried to do 
something about it. The Campaign-
ers for Christ the King, a lay 
apostolate for nien and women, 
armed with copies of the Papal 
encyclicals and other leaflets in-
vaded Union Square at the 1949 
May Day Parade. A few incidents 
occurred during the distribution 
Work that day which changed the 
lives of the majority of the group. 
Three Communists Youth leaders 
cornered two of the girl Campaign-
ers, and tore up their leaflets, call-
ing them "fascists." After this, one 
of the girls remarked, "I never 
realized how much my faith me·ant 
to me until I had to defend it." 
Youth's Want to Work 
A boy who was a member of the 
group that day testified that he 
felt like he had been idle all his 
life. "I look back on years of 
emptiness. There is so much work 
to do out here. Why didn't they 
tell us this at school. When do we 
go out again ? " 
Today, the two girls who were 
molested by the Commie women 
are in convents. Another is at 
Maryknoll just finishing her novi-
tiate. The· rest of the original May 
Day group are still actively en-
gaged in the work of the Cam-
paigners. 
That May Day proved that there 
are some convert conscious Catho-
lics. The mistaken notion that the 
clergy is the sole re·cruiting agent 
of the Church is quite widespread. 
Collegiate Attitude Different 
Catholic college students are not 
convert conscious. And they should 
be. The attitude· of indifference on 
the part of students is hard to 
destroy. No one knows the whole 
answer to the problem. It lies 
completely within the power of the 
Holy Spirit to transform the Cath-
olic college students into modern 
Pauls who will preach the Pente-
costal fire the length and breadth 
of America. 
Today Catholics must put up or 
shut up. And this is precisely what 
a group of students at St. Am-
- brose College, Davenport, Iowa, 
are doing. Putting up and also 
shutting up. Work and silence 
making for better results. 
The activities sponsored by this 
group at St. Ambrose were di-
Always Welcome at 
"SLIM'S HILL· TOP 
TAVERN" 
BEER - WINE - SANDWICHES 
4907 LOWELL BLVD. 
Howard's Sandwich Shop 
Every Day a 5Sc Plate 
Coffee - Sandwiches to Take Out 
T-BONE STEAK DIHNER-90c 
The Annual 
REGIS 
BAZAAR 
will be held on 
Thursday - Friday 
Saturday - Sunday 
MAY 4,,5, 
6 and 7 
rected and organized by students 
themselves. The faculty had done 
their share by speaking of these 
things often. It took independent 
student participation to put them 
into practice . 
You Too Can Help 
All this is the unusual. Yes, but 
are Catholic young: people any dif-
ferent than the hundreds that can 
(Continued on Page 6) 
SWIGERT BROS. 
OPTOMETRISTS 
Devoted exclusively to the examining of eyes and fitting of glasses. 
I 
1550 California St. KEystone 7651 
""' OPERA and SPORT 
GI~ASSES 7.95 
Plus Fed. Tax 
Enjoy the races, the ball games, the operas 
ond concerts from a 60% closer view! Here 
at last is a pair of field glasses with the 
same fine focus and adjustment • • . with 
the same 2 Y2 power lens • •• with the same 
800-1,000 foot range of glasses costing 
many times more. Black with chrome trim. 
1 ¥.J x 3 Y2-in. Fits in leather carrying case. 
Cameras-Street Floor 
ef}£fnllf}liY~OOJJ5 6/J. 
"JII'IHre Dmvw Shops with Conji<t'mce"-KEystone 2111 
Here, in the Textile Department of 
North Carolina State College, there 
is always a friendly crowd of stu-
dents. And, as in colleges every-
where, ice-cold Coca·Cola helps 
make these get-to-gethers so~e­
thing to remember. With the college 
crowd at North Carolina State as . 
with every crowd- Coke belongs. 
.Ask for it tf!ither way ... both 
trade-marks mean the same th~ng. 
BOTILED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA·COLA COMPAiof' BY 
DENVER COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. 
© 1950, 'Fhe Coca·Cda Compdny 
• 
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Job Outlook 
(Continued from Page 1) 
improvements, and the develop-
ment of new industries and addi-
tional services all create job open-
ings for inexperienced workers 
with the proper training. 
Jobs Increase in West 
Employment in certain parts of 
the country is growing more rap-
idly than in others in the long-
run. This is true on the West 
Coast, the South Atlantic region 
and Texas. However, the supply 
of workers in some of these areas 
-the West Coast for example-
has increased more rapidly than 
job opportunities. Moreover, in 
rural areas of the country gen-
erally the need for workers, in 
some of the professional fields is 
greater than in cities. 
For many college graduates of 
the class of 1950, the fact that 
American industry is in a period 
of intense competition for markets 
will be the major reason for suc-
cess in finding employment. In-
dustry respond~· to competition by 
pushing advertising and sales ef-
forts and by cutting production 
costs, streamlining operations, re-
placing obsolete equipment, and 
redesigning products and plants. 
These activities provide opportuni-
ties for p_rofessionally trained 
workers and for young and vigor-
ous people with sales ability or 
imagination in the advertising 
field. 
· Some Prospects Excellent 
General observations about con-
ditions in the job market tend to 
hide widely varying situations. 
Prospects are excellent in some 
occupations, industries, and areas. 
In others, where wartime and post-
war shortages have now been 
filled, many graduates will find it 
difficult to get jobs. 
In teaching, for example, there 
is at once an acute shortage of 
personnel in the elementary 
schools and a growing oversupply 
at the high school level. For the 
current school year, only one ele-
mentary teacher was trained for 
every three who were needed. On 
the other hand, four times as many 
students completed training for. 
high school teaching as were re-
quired. 
Stiff Competition Seen 
Other professional fields in 
which stiff competition for jobs 
is expected in the next few years 
include: law, journalism, and per-
sonnel work. In engineering, the 
number of graduates will exceed 
the number of openings in the 
early 1950's; after the next 4 or 5 
years, the employment situation 
for new graduates is likely to im-
prove in this rapidly growing pro-
fession. In chemistry, competition 
will be keen during the next few 
years among persons without 
graduate training; the outlo'ok is 
better for those with graduate 
degrees. 
There will probably also be an 
oversupply of business administra-
tion graduates. A surJJ!us of new 
graduates has already developed in 
the field of accounting. 
Liberal arts graduates with work 
experience or specialized training 
will find it easier to get jobs than 
those with only a general under-
graduate education. 
Prospects for new entrants are 
good in health service occupaJtions. 
There is a current shortage of 
nurses, and demand for nursing 
service will probably continue to 
rise. In medicine and dentistry 
those able to enter and complete 
training will have good opportuni-
ties; however, competition is very 
keen for admission to professional 
schools. in pharmacy the supply 
of 'new graduates has almost 
caught up with the demand; the 
profession ma_y be over-crowded in 
the long-run if enrollments in 
pharmacy colleges continue at 
preseht high levels. Good oppor-
tunities are expected also for other 
occupational groups important in 
health service, such as veterinari-
ans, medical X-Ray technicians, 
medical laboratory technicians, 
dental hygienists, physical thera-
plsts,., ®c-upational therapists, and 
dietitliuis:-' -
Dear Lone: 
Yes, I received your letters and 
if I had been an educated man I 
probably would have answered 
both of them. I have tried for years 
to become a somewhat mediocre 
sort of fellow about writing, but 
all to no avail. Words fail me, and 
so does my typewriter at times. 
However you may freel fee . . . 
fee freel ... darn it! See what I 
me..an? . . . you may feel fre·e to 
continue your lovely and engaging 
pasttime if you ·can muster up the 
courage and material often enough 
to get a letter up here on the res-
ervation every two weeks. I do 
like to read! 
As a matter of fact I'm becom-
ing a rather well read man, and it's 
not the blazing sun we get on the 
reservation either. I'm reading a 
lot about the world situation. For 
instance I'm reading where this 
guy Ruark is talking all about the 
youth in Asia and all the marcy 
killink they're having over there, 
but I 'm afraid I don't quite agree 
with him. I admit it's not so real 
good to have the little kids in any 
country ruiming around and mercy 
killing everyone, but after all, ol' 
pal, why should we be concerned 
with youth in Asia, let's · take care 
of the youth in America first. 
How's that for real observation, 
huh? 
And another point I don't see 
eye to eye with is that one· about 
all the women in our fair country 
having to gird themselves with all 
kinds of armor to make themselves 
more attractive. That's a lotta 
bunk. . . . too many of them don't 
put enough armor on themselves. 
Then again I guess its six of one 
and half a dozen of the_ other, or 
was that what Ruark was trying 
to point out? 
Gee, Lone, I wish I had the time 
and energy to write you a nicer 
letter, but I haven't had much 
practice at writing or talking. 
Even when I had that job with 
you' o.n the radio they never gave 
me much of a script. A few ughs 
here and there was all I ever man-
aged. I'll have to say adios here 
ol' pal. Take care of yourself. 
Stuff n' things, 
TONTO 
P.S. Enclosed you will find that 
five dollars you asked to borrow 
and several stamps. Under sepa-
rate cover I am sending you a 
squaw to lick the stamps. Please 
return her when you have finished, 
armor and all. 
Convert Collegians 
(Continued fro~ Page 5) 
be seen at the meeting of the 
Young Communist League? Are 
they any less red-blooded than the 
Protestant group known as the 
"Youth for Christ"? No! But the 
difference is that they, strangely 
enough, have found the· need for 
aggressive apostolic youth action. 
In speaking in Catholic schools, 
a good speaker can outline the 
need by statistics, tear--jerking in-
cidents, and literature. Still the re-
sponse of the· entire student body 
is negligible. Surely most schools 
preach the necessity for convert 
consciousness. But the fact re-
mains that Catholic students as a 
group have not answered the chal-
lenge! 
As the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Fulton J. 
Sheen has said in commenting on 
the convert consciousness of such 
groups as the Communists, Evan-
gelical Protestants and Jehovah 
Witnesses, "They have the heat 
and we have the light." How sad 
to think that most of us leave it 
under a bushel basket. 
JACK'S---
CONOCO SERVICE 
COME IN AND GET 
YOUR FREE GREASE JOB CARD 
4900 Lowell GRand 9474 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
JUST JESTING 
"Tough luck," said the egg in the 
monastery. 
"Out of the frying pan into the 
friar." 
Breathes there a man with soul 
so dead, who never hath turned his 
head and said, "Hummm, not bad!" 
Two can live as cheaply as one, 
if one doesn't eat. 
The Editor's Dilemma 
Getting out a publication is fun, 
but it's no picnic. 
If we print jokes, people say we 
are silly. 
If we don't, they say we are too 
serious. 
If we clip things from other 
publications, we are too lazy 
to write them ourselves. 
If we don't, we are too fond of 
our own stuff. 
If we don't print contributions, 
we don't appreciate true 
genius. 
If we do print them, the page is 
filled with junk. 
Now, like· as not, someone will 
say we swiped this from some 
other publication-we did. 
-The Inland Printer. 
April 19, 1950 
Fire In Ad Building Squelched; 
Prepsters Voice Disappointment 
The greater half of Regis College 
and all of Regis Prep was on the 
brink of destruction Wednesday 
morning, April 12, when a fire 
broke out in one of the wash 
rooms on the fourth floor of the Ad 
Building. Due to the quick action 
of several workers, a major dis-
aster was averted. 
A cigarette flippantly tossed 
into a paper .receptacle was the 
cause of the conflageration. The 
fire was first sighted by one of the 
early morning workers, who in 
turn ran for a fire extinguisher. 
Father Krieger, S.J., phoned the 
Denver Fire Department, but the 
blaze was out when they arrived. 
In the space of only a few mo-
ments, the blaze expanded, scorch-
ing the walls, and breaking a sky 
light high overhead. The thick 
plaster walls and tile floor served 
to confine the fire to the room 
but the prompt action of the· me~ 
near-by saved the building. Total 
damage was estimated at near $500 
dollars. 
Denver firemen at the scene 
stated that had the flame remained 
unche·cked another five minutes 
the building would certainly bee~ 
lost. 
A comical note was added as the 
screaming white fire trucks turned 
up the main drive and headed to-
ward the Ad Building. It was 
shortly before nine and high school 
students were just coming across 
the campus to attend their classes. 
When the destination of the trucks 
was seen, loud shouts of jubilation 
arose, books were dropped, and a 
mad dash began. Words could 
never describe their feelings on 
learning that the fire was out. 
LIFE IS SHORT COLLEGIANS!!! 
Why not devote it to God as a 
FRANCISCAN TEACHING BROTHER? 
IN THE CLASSROOM-ON THE BALL FIELD 
IN CLUB ACTIVITIE$-AT CAMP 
CHRIST and YOUTH need YOU! 
Write BROTHER LINUS, O.S.F. 41 Butler St., Brooklyn 2, N. Y. 
EVERY DAY THOUSANDS 
," ) 
ARE PROVING CHESTERFIELDS 
SMOKE 
The Aroma . 
Tells You, •• 
We tobacco farmers. know that 
when tobaccos smell milder they 
smoke milder. That's how smokers 
can . know that the mild, ripe to· 
baccos Chesterfield buys from me 
and hundreds of other farmers 
will taste better, smoke cooler ~nd 
much milder. 
That's why I've smoked 
Chesterfield for 15 years. 
(SIGNEa__M #.19~ ri/. ~rr~ v:.~~~c. 
and enioy more 
smoking pleasure 
thalli any other 
cigarette can 
THE BEST 
CIGARETTE FOR 
Y.OU TO SMOK£ 
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